COVID-19

BARRIERS FOR
OFFICE & RETAIL

During the COVID-19 pandemic, providing a safe
workplace has never been more critical. Employers must
identify where, and how, their employees might become
exposed to COVID-19 transmission, and mitigate it.
After conducting a thorough risk assessment of
communal office spaces, such as desks, meeting rooms,
the cafeteria or lunch room, reception, and routes of
entry and exit, safety devices need to be put into place.
Workplaces can install acrylic barriers or partitions to
physically separate customers and employees, thereby
reducing transmission risk.

Concierge / Reception Barriers
Front line staff such as hotel concierges, receptionists, and customer
representatives need full protection as they are your first point of
contact. Installing clear, acrylic barriers will help keep employees and
customers safe. The full visibility barrier can be mounted with predrilled holes or two-sided tape, blending in with the existing décor
for a low cost solution.

Retail Shields / Barriers

Corrugated Temporary
Protection / Counter Shield

Concierge / Reception
Barriers

A high contact and risky activity for retail businesses is when
customers pay for purchases. Retail Shields offer a simple solution.
By having a pass-through window cut out at the bottom, customers
easily slide through cash, change, receipts and loyalty cards without
contact. This makes transactions safe at restaurants, take out
counters, grocery stores, drive thrus, and pharmacies.

Office / Desk Partitions
Installing clear partitions is one of the best ways to protect office
workers from exposure to COVID-19. One Imaging provides this
excellent quick fix to your current seating plans without making
any major modifications. Clear office dividers and partitions can
be quickly added to existing desks, tables, and modular panels to
create barriers between workers. Enjoy a custom fit to any office
furniture configuration.

Corrugated Temporary Protection
/ Counter Shield
Office / Desk Partitions.

By placing a large, clear, polyester window barrier between people,
the shield will protect workers and clients from airborne particles.
Being a temporary product, the paper corrugated structure can be
personalized and moved anywhere to create a safety barrier.

Protecting your employees and customers has never
been more critical. Let us provide your business with
clear safe and economical solutions to fit any budget.
•
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•
•

Cashier barriers
Desk barriers
Intubation shields
Restaurant shields

•
•
•
•

Temporary walls
Optometry shields
Transportation shields
Face shields

• Drive Through Windows
• Checkout Lines

Call us today to request a quote. We are here to help.
www.oneimaginginc.com

49 Bentley Street, Markham, ON L3R 3L1

416-804-8642
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